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The Road Not Taken 
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,  

And sorry I could not travel both  
And be one traveler, long I stood  

And looked down one as far as I could  
To where it bent in the undergrowth;  

 
Then took the other, as just as fair,  

And having perhaps the better claim  
Because it was grassy and wanted wear,  

Though as for that the passing there  
Had worn them really about the same,  

 
And both that morning equally lay  

In leaves no step had trodden black.  
Oh, I marked the first for another day!  
Yet knowing how way leads on to way  
I doubted if I should ever come back.  

 
I shall be telling this with a sigh  

Somewhere ages and ages hence:  
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,  

I took the one less traveled by,  

And that has made all the difference. 

—Robert Frost 
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Many of the adult students that we serve face a long journey towards their ultimate goal.  Whether that goal is gradu-

ation, employment or a sense of personal fulfillment, there are sure to be challenges, choices and decisions along the 

way.  However, it is not just the destination that is important for our students but what they make of the journey itself.  

As they pursue their goals, connections will be created, relationships will be formed, decisions will be made and les-

sons will be learned. 

As adult educators, we face similar journeys.  While we often have a destination or goal in mind, there are many deci-

sions and roadblocks that we encounter along the way.  Funding issues are always a major concern.   Each year 

more and more students arrive at our institutions needing academic upgrading, and in many cases funding for these 

students is simply not available.  More and more of our students struggle with basic literacy issues, which has serious 

implications for individuals and society as a whole.  Students today require more diverse skills to compete in the 21st 

century job market, and as educators, we must deliver.  Yet, despite these challenges, adult educators successfully 

guide their students towards their destinations. 

Much of that success can be attributed to the diverse number of programs throughout the province that intersect to 

deliver a wide variety of programming to adult students.  First Nations organizations, colleges, school districts, univer-

sities, and many other agencies create a strong network of support to adult learners in British Columbia.  However, 

while we all have the same goal in mind … success for our students… we frequently travel different paths, and we 

miss out on opportunities to come together as a group of like-minded practitioners. 

The 2012 ABEABC conference – “Life is a Highway: Crossroads and Connections” – provides an excellent opportuni-

ty for all stakeholders in adult education in British Columbia and beyond to come together to examine and share best 

practices, research and ideas.  I would like to invite you and your colleagues to join us at Harrison Hot Springs on 

May 10th and 11th, 2012. 

Mark your calendars - we hope to see you there! 

 

Linda 

President’s Message 
—By Linda Ohashi 

Attention:  New Board Members Needed 

We are currently looking for regional representatives for Delta/Surrey/Fraser Valley,  Kootenay Boundary, and Metro 

Vancouver.   

If you or one of your colleagues are looking for professional development opportunities, please consider joining the 

ABEABC board. 

The membership of the ABEABC is diverse, fostering and promoting excellence in instruction and programming in a 

very wide array of programs. 

We are the only BC organization which embraces all forms of adult education from basic literacy and English lan-

guage training to high school graduation and college entry level. 

Please visit http://www.abeabc.ca for more information about the roles and responsibilities of these positions. 
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Regional Reports 

Camosun College ABEABC Award Recipient Chancellor Amos 

Chancellor Amos (centre) with Jill Auchinachie (left), and instructor Mark Kunen 

 

Chancellor began his studies in both math and English in the fall of 2010. While work-

ing full time and helping to care for his young son, Chancellor completed two levels of 

English and two of Math at the Interurban campus and Songhees Learning and Em-

ployment Centre. Chancellor is reflective and a keen observer. He notices other stu-

dents struggling and quietly gives them a hand. He is unfailingly patient, welcoming and 

kind. Despite the difficulties of balancing full time work with family responsibilities and 

his studies, Chancellor has an excellent record of attendance, remains highly focused, 

determined and personable, and produces excellent academic work. Chancellor, an 

enthusiastic and engaged athlete, has decided to enter the Exercise and Wellness pro-

gram. I have no doubt that Chancellor will excel in this program and will contribute to 

his community by promoting health and well-being through fitness and sport.  

 

Submitted by Susan Smigel, program assistant, School of Access  

Vancouver Island Regional Report 

Submitted by Karen Lightbody  
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Did You Know… 

...Organizations that are supportive of adult education can have their website linked from 

the ABEABC website. 

Please check your current listing on that page, http://www.abeabc.ca/orga.htm  and send 

any changes or additions to Linda Ohashi at Linda.ohashi@sd41.bc.ca.   

North Island College ABEABC Award Recipient Melissa D’agostino 

 

Melissa D'agostino has been upgrading with us for the past three years.  She is a diligent student who has devel-

oped her learning skills in her time with us.  Melissa is a friendly student who helps develop a sense of community in 

her classes.  The outstanding thing about Melissa is that she has worked so hard to learn the math she needs, over-

coming difficulties with grace and humour.  

Melissa D’agostino (right) and Liz Girard 

Submitted by Liz Girard, Upgrading Instructor, Comox Valley Campus 
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Cariboo/Okanagan Regional Report 

Submitted by Tacey Ruffner 

Secwepemc Cultural Education Society – Adult Education Programs, Kamloops, BC 

Weytk! 

 SCES’s Adult Education is celebrating its 29th year of delivering the following:  the Adult Dogwood Program and a 

University Preparation program.  We are excited as the 2011 academic year kicked off with an enrolment of 25 stu-

dents both part and full time.  The Adult Dogwood program (SAGE) will see an enrolment of thirteen students, both 

year one and year two.  The University Prep. Program (FNAUTT) will have twelve students.  Upon graduation, we will 

see students departing our program and entering fields of ECE, Engineering, drafting program, Natural Resource 

Management etc.  Our future graduates will be entering post-secondary institutes outside of Kamloops, as far as 

Florida.  It is another exciting year! 

 SCES’s Adult Education program, FNAUTT, has been a long time example program for the Thompson Rivers Univer-

sity (TRU).  TRU and FNAUTT have engaged in a joint research program entitled ALBAA (A Learning Bridge for Abo-

riginal Adults).  The project is researching effective methods for adult student retention, transition and success.  

SCES Adult Education is working with TRU staff Garry Gottfriedson, Gary Hunt and Ashok Mathur.  The ALBAA pro-

ject includes the community of Bella Coola (Nuxalk).  Together we will continue to work towards ensuring  Aborigi-

nal student transition, retention and success are addressed! 

 Our program invites the opportunity to meet and email with other adult education programs within the province.  

We have some innovative practices we would like to share with other programs…we would also like to hear from 

other community programs who believe we could benefit from their best practices! 

Submitted by Grace Howse 

Street School, SD #73 

Street School, a School District #73 adult education program which was spearheaded by Pete Grinberg, has seen 

enormous change from its beginnings in 2006.  Tonia Gillespie, the Literacy Outreach Worker, has been with the 

program since that first year, which saw one high school graduate and a handful of regular learners.  2011 has seen 

60 students from both Street School and KRCC (Kamloops Regional Correction Centre) receive their Adult Dogwood, 

as well as more than 450 learners so far. 

New Book by Richard Wagamese 

Richard Wagamese is an Ojibway from the Wabaseemoong First Nation in northwest-

ern Ontario.  He wrote One Native Life, which was selected as one of the Globe and 

Mail's Top 100 Books of the Year in 2008.  He was awarded an Honorary Doctorate of 

Letters from Thompson Rivers University in 2010, and lives outside Kamloops. 

Now Richard Wagamese has begun writing for the Young Adult fiction category.  His 

first YA title is now available:  The Next Sure Thing, published by Raven Books as a Rap-

id Read (ISBN #978-1-55469-900-1).  It's about a young man who has two talents:  he 

plays a mean blues guitar, and has a knack for picking winning horses at the track. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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Aboriginal Liaison 

Submitted by Lynda Sampson 

Introduction to the Indigenous ABE Articulation Committee 

In the college/university system, there is some control over which courses can be articulated as Indigenous studies 

courses, and courses with some Indigenous content.  

The Indigenous ABE Articulation Committee started in 2002, after the Social Science ABE Articulation Committee 

realized that there were many courses coming through their committee that were either First Nations studies or cours-

es with some First Nations content, and they needed First Nations educators to have some input into the process.  

Starting as an advisory group, the First Nations educators recognized early on that there should be a separate articu-

lation committee to deal with all of the First Nations courses.  With the support of the Social Sciences Working Com-

mittee, the ABE Articulation Steering Committee, the Deans and Directors of Developmental Education, the British 

Columbia First Nations Coordinators and the First Nations Articulation Committee at the post-secondary level, the 

establishment of the First Nations ABE articulation working committee was approved by the British Columbia Council 

on Admissions and Transfer in 2004, and this committee had its first meeting in 2005. In 2011, the committee voted 

to change the name to the more inclusive Indigenous ABE Articulation Committee.  

The Indigenous ABE Articulation Committee is made up of representatives from 17 colleges and universities through-

out BC.  Some are of Aboriginal ancestry, some are status, and some have a long history of working in Indigenous 

education.  They meet for two days every year, and review courses that have been put forward for articulation.  

The mandate of this committee is to review and recommend articulation (or changes) for Indigenous (First Nations) 

studies courses at the ABE level, and courses that have some Indigenous content  “ ..to ensure that knowledge of 

First Nations peoples and their ways of knowing, their relationship with community and the land, and their history be-

fore and after European contact is present…” *  

Indigenous studies courses are articulated only by this committee, while courses that have some Indigenous content 

go through their home committee, eg., science, English, social science, etc., as well as the Indigenous ABE Articula-

tion Committee.  

This committee has developed learning outcomes at the intermediate, advanced and provincial ABE 
levels.  These levels and more information about the members and the work of the Indigenous ABE 
Articulation Committee can be found in the document  *Adult Basic Education:A Guide to Upgrading 
in British Columbia’s Public Post-Secondary Institutions, An Articulation Handbook  2011-2012 Edition  

 
~~~~~~~~  

TECHNOLOGY AND FIRST NATIONS CULTURE COMBINE TO ENHANCE STUDENT LEARNING 

 

At the start of the 2010 – 2011 academic year, the students 

at the Ts’zil Learning Centre in the Lil’wat Nation (Mount 

Currie) expressed a desire to include cultural activities in 

their weekly curriculum, so the Ts’zil Learning Centre Cultural 

Program was born. The cultural activities were chosen and 

planned by the students at a large brainstorming session, 

and with funding from the Coastal Corridor Consortium, the 

program was implemented.   

 

(Continued on page 8) 

Drum making and painting 
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Once a week for two semesters, Elders, language experts and 

community members taught traditional classes in drum making, 

mushroom harvesting, carving, regalia making, beading and 

the Ucwalmicwts language. We also had field trips to make the 

traditional barbeque salmon and to find traditional teas and 

medicines.   

 

All of the activities were documented with pictures or video and 

made into digital stories by the students.  This activity was inte-

grated into their social science and English courses.  In the 

Lil’wat Territory, traditional knowledge and history are shared 

orally, so the Ts’zil Digital Storytelling Program was a perfect sup-

plement to this custom. Students were able to pass these stories 

on, in their own way, using photos and audio together. The digi-

tal stories were shared with the community at Ts’zil celebrations, 

and will be available on the Lil’wat Nation’s website very soon.    

During the Ts’zil Digital Storytelling Program component, the stu-

dents worked in groups to research the topics, write scripts, take 

photographs, 

perform voice-overs and edit the footage to create 

digital stories about the cultural activities. The benefits 

of pairing the Cultural Program with the Ts’zil Digital Sto-

rytelling Program were three-fold:  

 Students improved their literacy, presentation, 

team working and critical thinking skills, in addition 

to learning about basic photography and non-

linear editing.  

 Students gained a greater understanding of their 

cultural traditions and taught this knowledge, 

through digital stories, to other community mem-

bers as well as Sea to Sky residents and visitors at 

the Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre in Whistler.  

 Students gained a greater sense of pride, an increased self-confidence and many friendships created 

through teamwork. Most importantly, students had the opportunity to have their voices heard. 

Instructors and students alike appreciat-

ed this program, and are looking forward 

to this year’s activities. (Ts’zil Learning 

Centre Foundations program is a part-

nership between the Lil’wat Nation and 

Capilano University).  
 

(Continued from page 7) 

Taqsa7 making at fish camp  

Students working on digital stories 

Student honouring an Elder with 

his first found mushroom 
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We are well into the Fall 2011 semester here at TRU.  As I head into mid-terms, I find myself buried in grading. 

Students naturally expect scores for the work they have produced; therefore, teachers are expected to read students’ 

work and assign a number.  Sometimes, these numbers are easy to assign as in multiple choice or true and false 

questions.  Other times, assigning a number is not so cut and dry. 

Typically, I try to return student work within a week of receiving it.  The other night I was at my one week limit and had 

no choice but to sit down and grade one class’ assignments.  If it isn’t clear already, I was dreading grading these 

assignments.  More specifically, I was dreading assigning a number to the work my students had produced. 

The assignment I was grading took two and half to three weeks for the students to finish.  There were several aspects 

to the assignment including surveying, collating, concluding, recommending and presenting.  All of the final products 

were awesome!  I was so proud of my class and all of the hard work they had done. 

Reluctantly, I sat down to grade these assignments.  After reading through two assignments, I realized what I had 

been dreading.  It was not the time commitment or the effort of commenting on the students’ work.  I hated that the 

process of this project and the learning would be reduced to a final number.  Because the students had worked so 

hard on this project, I gave due attention to their work and read every single word that the students had written.  I 

wrote all of the comments on the grading sheet wanting to keep the copies of their work free from my questions or 

criticisms.  Knowing the expectation, I also assigned numbers to every single student for their work.  Although I did 

not want to do this, I felt at the end the comments and scores were fair. 

When I went to class, I explained the difficulty I had in assigning scores to their work.  I also asked that they value the 
process and the learning as much as if not more than the final number. 
In this particular case, much of the process of the assignment was also reflected as each student discussed what he 

or she loved or hated about the assignment in self-evaluations and peer-evaluations.  I often use these tools to find 

out what they think of their own work, how they feel about working with a partner and what happens between part-

ners. 

Somehow the questions I asked on these particular evaluations elicited a response that was much more in-depth and 

much more reflective of the assignment than responses I had seen in the past.  I’m not really sure what to attribute 

these responses to. 

One thing I am conscious of now are the types of questions I ask in such evaluations.  Are the questions asking for 

specific information?  Are the questions specific to the assignment?  Are there opportunities for students to expand 

on the answers?  Are there opportunities for the students to write about something I didn’t think to ask? 

I will continue to ask my students to do self-evaluations and when appropriate peer-evaluations.  I hope that students 

will take these opportunities to reflect on the assignment and what they have done.  I hope too that this is not the only 

time I can refer students to their self- evaluations and peer-evaluations so that they can realize their true learning and 

true progress. 

Coquitlam Continuing Education 

Congratulations to Jasmine Cho, the ABEABC Bursary recipient for Coquitlam Continuing 

Eduacation.  According to principal Sarah Husband, Jasmine has shown outstanding pro-

gress in her studies.  She is a role model for other students with her leadership skills and 

her ability to be a team player in her class.  On behalf of Sarah and the Adult Education 

Association of BC, we wish you all the best in your future studies, Jasmine! 

ABEABC Bursary Recipient 

Musings... 
By Marsha Stewart 
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In Memoriam Kathlyn Margot Mitchell 

March 29, 1946 – September 14, 2011 

Kathy Mitchell: Teacher, Colleague, 

Program Coordinator, Department 

Chair, researcher, Dean, provincial 

leader.... Kathy’s remarkable career at 

TRU spanned more than twenty-five 

years, multiple roles and diverse contri-

butions. 

Some things, however, were always 

true. Whatever the activity, whatever 

her role, Kathy brought to her work 

complete commitment and absolute 

dedication; she brought to her col-

leagues fierce loyalty and thoughtful 

support; and to her students she 

brought the instincts of a born teacher 

and the skills of a trained educator.  

Kathy moved to Kamloops from Calga-

ry with her family -- husband Brian, 

daughter Kristi and son Jason -- in the 

mid 1980’s. On arrival, she visited the Allan Matthews Centre, where Cariboo College (as Thompson Rivers Universi-

ty was called at the time) housed its Adult Basic Education programs, to explore the availability of work. Kathy loved 

to talk about her amazement and excitement at what she found there: a department and programming which were 

creative, socially committed, and well connected to the community. Throughout her career, Kathy continued to pursue 

and foster those same goals. 

Multi-talented and flexible, she held many roles: instructor in University Prep and in secondary education, and the 

ALBA project, a more recent endeavour designed to generate both increased knowledge and applied outcomes to 

improve the success of aboriginal students in post secondary study, are together powerful bookends to her career. 

They speak to her interests and to her successes in making changes happen where change is needed. 

In addition to an extensive record of service at Thompson Rivers University, Kathy was also active provincially. Col-

leagues from around the province will know her from her work in ABE Articulation – with the English Working Group 

and with the Steering Committee where she served as Chair 1999-2002, and for her contributions to such projects as 

the ABE On-line working group, the common credential, the 1990 “Book Voyage” celebrating National Literacy Year, 

(Continued on page 11) 
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and as TRU’s member of Deans and Directors of Developmental Education.  

A committed believer in life long education, Kathy completed a Master of Education degree from Simon Fraser Uni-

versity in 1994, and in 2005, the UBC Faculty Certificate in Teaching and Learning in Higher Education. In recogni-

tion of her teaching excellence, TRU awarded her its Master Teacher Award in 2006. 

Kathy’s colleagues knew her as a bundle of energy, flying at whatever was on the agenda; as a warm heart and a 

bright smile; as a colleague and leader with a sense of humour and a sense of commitment. 

She has been, at TRU and beyond, a strong voice both within and for Adult Basic Education. Throughout her career, 

Kathy’s contributions have been generous, thoughtful, courageous, and effective.  As a teacher, colleague and 

friend, she has touched so many lives. She will be sorely missed. 

(Continued from page 10) 

PAL (Partner Assisted Learning) 

PAL has a continuing program at KRCC two nights a week. 

2010 showed our largest numbers to date:  25 pairs who are meeting weekly, with an additional 5 learners at KRCC. 

We have a new partnership this year with LinK, KRCC, and the John Howard Society called the Storybook Project, 

recording inmates who are read to their child/grandchild and then mail the cd and book to the child.  

Submitted by Janessa MacKenzie 

(Continued from page 6) 

The Healthy Aboriginal Network  

A BC incorporated non-profit Society promoting health, literacy & wellness  

Please consider reviewing our new draft story on Maternal Child Health. We are focus group testing it online at 

www.youtube.com/user/healthyaboriginal 

Or if YouTube is blocked at your work, you can view on our website at www.thehealthyaboriginal.net.  

You may need to refresh your browser if having trouble seeing the YouTube embed. 

 Living with FASD DVD 

We turned our living with FASD comic book into an animatic on DVD. You can 

preview one of the five stories at www.youtube.com/user/healthyaboriginal.net.  

It's called Enough Silence.  The DVD, which contains all five stories from the comic book, may be 

ordered by sending an email with your billing address to sean@thehealthyaboriginal.net.  

The DVDs cost $15 each and include shipping in Canada. 

 

Submitted by Sean Muir, Executive Director  
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New Adult and Community Literacy Instruction Programs offered at SFU 
Submitted by Suzanne Smythe 

 
The Faculty of Education at SFU has recently launched two new qualifications for new and experienced educators 
who want to deepen their experience in adult and community literacy education. Some of the core courses and elec-
tives are available online, and all courses are offered in the early evening (4:30 – 7:20) on Burnaby, Surrey or down-
town Harbour Centre campuses. Both these qualifications respond to the need in BC for professional development for 
adult literacy educators that leads to university credits or a qualification.  
 
Supporting a learning community for adult literacy and ABE educators 
 
In recent ABEABC conferences and the “Whole Life Approach to Learning Disabilities in Adult Literacy Settings” gath-
ering, adult literacy and basic educators working in diverse settings noted the importance of a strong learning com-
munity to support the field to share ideas, connect with other educators and advocate for improved sustainability and 
access to literacy educators for all adults. SFU Faculty of Education hopes to work with ABEABC and other adult 
education groups to support educators through formal course and program offerings, as well as in short courses and 
informal gatherings. If you have ideas for professional development workshops, forums, or other activities (face to 
face and online) please contact Suzanne Smythe (contacts provided below) in the Faculty of Education at Simon Fra-
ser University.  
 
Here is more information about the Adult and Community Literacy Education programs: 
 
The Certificate in Literacy Instruction is offered at the undergraduate level, with a combination of online and face 
to face courses (20 credits, including a 60-hour practicum) to support learner-centred, community building approach-
es to literacy education. Core course topics include: 
 

Literacy instruction for new/beginning readers and writers (youth and adults); 
Family and community literacies (including community-school relations literacy planning, and promoting commu-

nity literacy); 
Digital technologies and new literacies; 
Contemporary adult learning and adult education approaches; 
Aboriginal languages, cultures and education. 

 
The Post-Baccalaureate in Adult and Community Literacy Education is a 30-credit post-degree diploma, which 
includes the above topics as well as a core course in Teaching English as an Additional Language. 
 
Both programs include a 60 hour supervised practicum and are designed to provide mentorship and support to those 
entering the literacy field or wishing to deepen and extend their experience as literacy educators. In some situations, 
a Post-Baccalaureate Diploma may qualify a teacher for a higher category. A recommendation is to have your 
“program of study” reviewed by TQS. 
 
For more information about professional development:  
 
Suzanne Smythe 
Lecturer: Literacy/Adult Education 
Faculty of Education 
Simon Fraser University 
778-782-8882 
sksmythe@sfu.ca 
 
For course choice and study program advice contact 

Undergraduate advisor: educadv@sfu.ca 

Faculty website: http://www.educ.sfu.ca/undergrad/program-information.html 

 
Program Brochures: 
 
Certificate: http://www.educ.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/education/undergrad/LiteracyBro2011.pdf 
 
Post-Baccalaureate Diploma: http://www.educ.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/education/undergrad/PBD%20Literacy2-4.pdf 
 
Education advisory:  educuga@sfu.ca 
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Decoda Literacy Solutions: BC’s Provincial Literacy Organization 
 

This spring, Literacy BC and the liter-
acy department of 2010 Legacies 
Now joined together to become De-
coda Literacy Solutions. By support-
ing and expanding the work being 
done by literacy groups and commu-
nity partners throughout the prov-
ince, Decoda Literacy Solutions will 
take literacy to the next level in BC. 

Decoda believes that literacy is a key 
strategy that will help solve funda-
mental social issues and economic 
challenges in BC. 

Decoda supports the full continuum of community literacy priorities, including early childhood, family, adult, workplace 
and emerging literacies, such as health and financial literacy. Decoda offers professional development, funding, eval-
uation tools, and resources, including a literacy library of over 5,000 resources that can be mailed anywhere in BC. 
Decoda researches new ideas and best practices, and raises public awareness of literacy as a solution to many so-
cial issues. Decoda responds to community needs, as well as emerging trends and government priorities. 

Staff you may know from Literacy BC and the literacy department of 2010 Legacies Now form the leadership team of 
Decoda: 

Brenda Le Clair, Chief Executive Officer  
Brenda comes to Decoda from her role as Executive Director, Community Engagement for 2010 Legacies 
Now. Over the years, Brenda has represented education on regional and provincial inter-ministerial initia-
tives. She also helped initiate and support numerous local, provincial, and national literacy programs. 

Leona Gadsby, Lead Director, Programs and Services 
Leona has been supporting a community development approach to literacy work throughout BC as the Di-
rector of Community and Adult Literacy for 2010 Legacies Now. She was the co-founder and executive di-
rector of the Columbia Basin Alliance for Literacy, and has held many titles, including: regional literacy coor-
dinator, adult literacy instructor, tutor trainer, ESL instructor, Education Advisor for College of the Rockies 
and high school English teacher. 

Diana Twiss, Director, Adult and Workplace Learning 
Diana has worked in adult literacy since 1993 with school districts, post-secondary institutions, govern-
ments, and community and workplace programs. Prior to her work with Decoda, Diana was the Director of 
Literacy Development at Literacy BC and is a faculty member in the Community Development and Outreach 
department at Capilano University. 

Fiona Morrison, Director, Family Literacy and Early Learning 
Before coming to Decoda, Fiona was the Director of Family Literacy and Early Learning for 2010 Legacies 
Now, where her passion for working with young children and their families supported practitioners across the 
province. She has served in the education system for over 30 years as an early primary teacher, teacher 
librarian, literacy coordinator, teacher educator and university instructor.  

For more information about Decoda, and to discover the range of services that Decoda offers, please visit soon: 

Visit Decoda: Find Decoda on the web at decoda.ca, drop by the Decoda offices at 560, 510 Burrard St, call 604-681
-4199 or email info@decoda.ca. Don’t forget to like our Facebook page and follow @decodaliteracy on Twitter. 

Decoda Literacy Library: The library you know from Literacy BC has moved to Decoda, and is bigger and better 
than ever. Find over 5,000 resources that can be mailed anywhere in BC, for free. Deocda also offers links to online 
resources, annotated bibliographies of literacy materials by subject, reviews of literacy materials, and a blog to let you 
know what’s new in the library. Visit library.decoda.ca  or email library@decoda.ca for more information. 

Professional Development: Decoda offers in-person, regional training as well as webinars for literacy practitioners 
across the province. Upcoming training events are listed on the Decoda home page under the “Professional Develop-
ment” tab. 

http://decoda.ca
mailto:info@decoda.ca
mailto:library.decoda.ca
mailto:library@decoda.ca
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At a conference in October ELSA staff were very privileged to hear Dr. Marchia Tate’s keynote 

presentation (I won’t call it an address, it was too lively!) 

This is one of the best keynote speakers I have heard recently.  Some information that she shared with everyone 

follows. 

3 things to do to get adults to learn 

  · Greet students at the door 

  · Have calming music playing 

  · Start with positives (compliments, etc) 

 

Laughter adds 8 years to your life.  Check out humorproject.com 

 

20 BRAIN COMPATIBLE STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING 

 

Writing  

 Story telling (to illustrate a point) 

 Mnemonic devices – acronyms, acrostics, aids, hooks, connections to     points, repetition – 3 times 

 Use of visuals 

 Movement – AS=age.  AS=attention span.  Equals age  

 – e.g. 16 year old has a 16 minute attention span.  Adults have a 20 minute attention span. 

 Role play 

 Visualization (see in your mind) 

 Metaphor/analogy/simile 

 Reciprocal teaching – cooperative learning 

 Music 

 Graphic organizers 

 Drawing 

 Humor 

 Discussion 

 Games 

 Project based instruction 

 Field trips 

 Manipulative (hand to brain 

 Technology 

 Work study (apprenticeship) 

(Continued on page 15) 

Brain Strategies for Teaching 

Submitted by Yvonne Chard 
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Power-point – the 10-20-30 rule:  

No more than 10 slides. 

20 minutes with the power point 

30 – size of font for power point. 

 

What you learn while moving – stays with you forever.  (E.g. driving, typing) 

 

Sing Along Science – written by the 2007-USA Today top teacher. 

Wphillips.com 

Aaron Bacall—Lighter Side of Teaching 

Telljokes  corwinpress.com 

Highly recommended: 

Preparing Children for Success in School and Life by Marcia Tate.  

http://www.corwin.com/authors/527476 has a video of Marcia Tate giving some pointers. 

I’d suggest you check out her websites. 

 

~Yvonne Chard 

(Continued from page 14) 

Bootstrap Grammar —Free Download 

Two years ago in Prince George, I made a presentation to the ABEABC about a little gram-

mar book I was writing.  It's now finished and even field tested; College of the Rockies here in 

Cranbrook is using it as a self-paced text.   

It can be downloaded free from my new website:  http://bootstrapgrammar.ca  

Teachers may contact me to get the tests, and I hope they will send their comments as well. 

Thank you, 

Jean Samis, Cranbrook, BC 

Burnaby School District #41 

The ABEABC bursary recipient for Burnaby SD41 was Antoaneta Nicoleta Florescu (Nikki).  She 

has worked extremely hard over the last couple of years passing Social 11, Math 11 Essentials, 

Communications 12, Business Computer Applications 11, Business Management 12 and Law 

12. 

The award was given to Nikki because she was described as a mentor to other students, a 

truly hardworking person and a young woman who had overcome many barriers in her life.  

Most notably, one teacher commented that Nikki "was just a lovely person to be around". 

Burnaby community and Continuing Education staff, as well as the Adult Basic Education As-

sociation of BC, wish Nikki all the very best with her future studies. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ABEABC Bursary Recipient 
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At Last! 3 new Interactive Tools that just may revolutionize how we 

learn and/or teach literacy and essential skills  

- available on www.learningandviolence.net  

 
Building on what we have learned over the past decade about the impacts of violence on learning, here are three 
groundbreaking online tools that can help all students to learn more effectively and help all programs to improve 
their practices. 

 

Student Kit:  Helping Myself to Learn 

Stunning graphics help tell animated stories that will captivate 
students’ hearts and minds immediately. Each one of the 5 dy-
namic stories shows how experiences of violence can live on and 
affect learning – leading students to space out in class or forget 
what they just learned; struggle with old habits that interrupt their 
learning; feel like losers or stupid, always comparing themselves 
to others and coming up short; or quit altogether, weighed down 
by one crisis after another.  Students will recognize themselves 
and their friends in the stories and find concrete resources and 
strategies to help everyone learn effectively. Teachers will value 

the wide range of thoughtfully conceived activities to explore the issues in depth – using words, images, music, 
and movement – appropriate for many different literacy levels and situations. 

 

College Tool: Changing Lenses, Changing Practices 

A room with a seemingly simple filing cabinet opens up a whole new world with thought-provoking ways to look at 
your own and your college’s practices.  This Tool looks at every aspect of the college learning environment to 
ask – how do students experience our institution and how do our everyday practices support or hinder learning?  
This online and print resource is simply a must see for everyone who wants to increase learning success in a 
college setting. 

 

Community-based Literacy Reflection Guide: Creating a Culture of Care  

A colourful quilt held in place by a diverse group of people hints at the ideas behind this Guide – the acknowledge-
ment of violence in our society and the desire to create community programming rooted in social justice for all 
students. This Guide builds on the best of community-based practices to encourage us all to dig deeper and no-
tice how students’ experience of each aspect of the program is shaped by familiarity with violence. At every 
stage the authors pay careful attention to individual and systemic violence, inviting us to recognize such forms of 
violence as racism and classism, and encouraging us to re-consider each of our everyday practices so that we 
can create the best possible community-based learning environments for all. 
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INTERVIEW: SUZANNE SMYTHE 

By Carol Topalian 

Suzanne Smythe is passionate about adult education. I had a chance to converse with her about education funding 
and her teaching work. 

Q What are you currently working on Suzanne? 

I’m working on a small study of access to literacy education for people with low levels of literacy. You may 
remember the survey I asked some of your adult educators to participate in this past year. It explores the 
connections between access to literacy education, and professional development for adult literacy/ABE in-
structors. 

As we know, BC has relatively low funding and provision for adult literacy, particularly for adults who can’t 
jump into upper level ABE classes. That is one of the overwhelming indicators of the survey. We are getting 
a picture of who is being served in adult literacy in BC, and who is not. 

Q Could you say more about who is not being served in literacy/ABE?  

There are many people out there who have not completed secondary education and/or who need a bridge 
program between high school and vocational, community programs or university. But these bridges are be-
ing removed. EI and social assistance rules that focus on “work first” or “job skills” means that it is more diffi-
cult for people to access programs that would actually lead to a secondary diploma, or to training in the bet-
ter paying, more sustainable jobs. So in many cases, neither EI nor Social Assistance programs are condu-
cive to helping adults get training and upgrading they need to get more than just low-paying survival jobs. 
This has been a topic of study in Manitoba and BC. 

 
Certain students are particularly disadvantaged: single parents, for example, lack access to education be-
cause there is little affordable childcare. Other provinces are doing a better job of educating adults who need 
and want to attend ABE or community literacy programs, providing them with educational opportunities that 
would help them access career trajectories, or even to improve their literacy skills for their everyday life 
roles. 

Q  There are a number of programs that are designed for adults and do provide opportunities though; the school dis-
tricts for example, and the colleges. 

 
Yes, that is true. But there is some evidence in the surveys that these programs are changing, as I said ear-
lier, bridges are being torn down. Let’s take colleges. Many colleges in BC have become “universities” and 
are oriented now to offering degree programs. They no longer see it as their mandate to provide literacy, 
ABE and career access programs.  Fewer colleges offer a good range of ABE or upgrading for non fee-
paying students. 

 

 

(Continued on page 19) 

file:///C:/Users/User/AppData/Local/Temp/XPgrpwise/www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/commentary/fast-facts-literacy-women-and-poverty
http://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/reports/meaningful-training-programs
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Q Do you think that the shift is due to universities wanting revenue from international students; is this part of the shift 
in the adult student demographic being served among our communities? 

It is definitely part of it. There are other shifts too. Survey responses suggest that school district ABE pro-
grams are serving more fee-paying international students; adults who want to improve their English to start, 
or re-start their lives in Canada. This is an important resource, but it is a body of students often with very 
different learning needs to local adult learners. So who is being served and how is a question we need to 
consider. 

Another issue that seems to be creeping up is how the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) results are 
shaping policy and funding for literacy. When IALS states that “Level 3” is the threshold for lifelong and inde-
pendent learning, this signals to funders that it may be better for them to invest in programs for learners at 
Levels 3, 4 and 5. This is becoming the “essential skills” focus. But this creates a gap in learning opportuni-
ties for so-called Level 1 and 2 learners. Classes for those with weak literacy skills are disappearing. And we 
need to remember that IALS was not meant as a framework to shape curriculum or for the local, individual 
assessment of learners. We talk about “Level 1s”, “Level 4s” and so on but what does this really mean? We 
need to be careful when we use IALS data for things it is not meant for. Actually I am addressing this in a 
class I teach at SFU. 

Q  Tell me more about that. You are doing some teacher training up at SFU? 

I’m teaching a course this fall called Contemporary Approaches to Literacy Instruction. It is a 3 credit course 
for adult literacy educators and also K-12 educators (or those who want to become teachers) with a focus on 
literacy instruction strategies for new readers and writers. It is one of 4 core courses for the Certificate in 
Literacy Instruction and the Post Bacc in Adult and Community Literacy Education.  

So I am working with students, some in the PDP program and some in the regular bachelors’ degree pro-
grams, on literacy instruction. I want to focus on strategies for teaching new adult readers and writers as this 
is a gap, I think, in much of the professional development available to educators. I know that the need is out 
there, it’s just that right now the government is targeting funding to those with higher skills (and even this 
isn’t much). This is probably because they believe it is faster or more efficient to move people into the work-
force if they concentrate on those who are already quite proficient, rather than investing in the time-
consuming, long-term work with adults with lower levels of literacy or more learning barriers. This is just one 
more way that already marginalized adults are becoming more marginalized. 

Q  We have got some programs in place, through ELSA and Literacy Foundations. Yet you’re saying much more is 
needed? 

In the bigger picture, we’ve learned that Canada is strong in two areas of adult literacy provision: surveying 
and measuring. Where we are not doing well is in the delivery and provision of adult literacy and learning 
programs that meet learner needs. 

One of my involvements in community literacy is as a board member for a community literacy advisory com-
mittee, which among other things, helps decide how funding for literacy is disbursed. Typically, certain areas 
are well-represented on such a board: family literacy, early childhood and seniors’ literacy and libraries.  

Q  The missing group though, seems to be those representing working age adults, from 19 to 60, who are too busy 
trying to make a living, to arrange their own educational advocacy. 

Some respondents in the survey did mention this. One concern with the government delegating literacy 
planning to communities is this : Who is using an equity lens? Is it left to those who have the time to come to 
the meetings, or who are invited to meetings? Communities should be contributing their ideas, needs, and 
so on to a community literacy process. This is a real strength of the Community Literacy Planning approach. 
But government should not be divesting all the responsibility for literacy provision to the community. This 
leads to gaps in provision, and needs to be addressed especially as funding for the literacy plans is disap-
pearing.  

Q  You said earlier that the need to train people who can teach beginner adult literacy will come around again. Have 
you had a lot of people interested in learning how to teach literacy at this level? 

I have. There is a lot of interest. Some students are exploring it more in theory, or as a skill/experience to 
prepare them for the PDP or graduate work. Many, however, are interested in working in literacy education 
outside of K-12 settings. Part of the challenge though, is to be able to show them that a career as an adult 
educator is viable. We need to re-balance our focus in education to ALL people, a lifelong learning focus. 

(Continued from page 18) 

(Continued on page 20) 
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The world is changing and the goal toward “21st Century Learning” requires access to quality learning oppor-
tunities for everyone, not just the few lucky enough or wealthy enough. When we start to take this vision 
seriously again, and I think we will, we will need excellent, trained teachers. We will have a large, thriving 
group of adult learners. Neither group can be neglected. It must be the responsibility of public education to 
equip learners and teachers. 

  

 
 
Q  Suzanne before we began this conversation, I had thought you would be talking about your research in digital liter-
acy.  

(Laughing) That is a whole other conversation. It is just that the issue of disappearing funding has come up 
so much from so many people I’ve been listening to: students, potential students and adult educators. It has 
to be looked at. Watch for a report from AlphaPlus in the Spring. I’ll be happy to talk to you about that when 
that report is done! 

Q  Speaking of a whole other conversation, I understand some of your early teaching work was in South Africa. 

I worked with mothers, domestic workers, in Johannesburg, South Africa in family literacy. This was con-
nected to my graduate research: looking at literacy needs of women, using a feminist lens. I carried through 
with that research in my PhD at UBC on mothering and literacy.  

 
Carol: Suzanne I appreciate the opportunity to learn about you and your work. Our conversation today brings up a lot 
to think about, including how, in education we invest time and money in particular directions. Funding – what gets 
money and what does not – reflects upon what we value and who we value.  

(Continued from page 19) 

NEW FILMS ON DVD FOR EDUCATORS AND GROUPS - First Nations Films 

FIRST NATIONS FILMS   distributes and creates award-winning television Aboriginal documentary films and videos 

for, by and about First Nations people. Our exclusive educational native programs are shared with schools, universi-

ties, libraries, organizations and other groups and institutions throughout the world.  Please visit our website for a 

complete list and video highlights from each film.  Buy online at the website. 

ORDER NOW - FOR CLASSROOM, EDUCATORS, LIBRARIES (all films distributed on DVD with Public Performance 

Rights) 

www.firstnationsfilms.com 
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What I’ve learned about the meaning of the concept ‘global/local learning’ is that there are many adult 

learning theories and pooling them together provides better understanding and resources about such learning.  As 

individuals, we carry our own perspective regarding ourselves and our place in this world.  These perceptions are 

based on our traditions and culture.  As learners, we may assimilate the information of our new experiences and be 

transformed by it.  This is where adult educators can be the catalyst for change by stimulating learner awareness and 

discussing global issues.  Through adult education, we develop a critical awareness, Freire termed it 

‘conscientization’.  As we change our perspectives and transform our views we gain more control in parts of our lives 

and in our environment.  Learning then occurs not only within the learner but moves out into his/her environment 

(micro level).  Once action is taken, we (the learner) learn and become part of a community (a community of prac-

tice).  We establish relationship outside of ourselves and take on roles.  At different times in our lives, we participate 

in different intensities; sometimes being center stage and working frantically for a cause and other times at the pe-

riphery watching and absorbing information.  As we gain skills and better understanding our attitudes change.  For 

many learners, they continue to participate actively and become involved in issues that are important to them.  They 

may join groups to fight or support a cause.  Activism brings about a sense of empowerment to the individual and 

encourages change within the person, the group, and expands to the outside (macro: national and international).  

Individuals working together for a cause opens up possibilities and encourages constructive change globally or, at the 

very least, global awareness. 

What I’ve learned about the usefulness of the concept ‘global/

local learning’ is that adult education in its many forms promotes 

global citizenship.  Adult education provides the tools the learners 

need.  This encourages and empowers them to take action in their 

challenges as global citizens. It is through the shared struggles 

that bring together and transform societies (locally/globally). 

As a global citizen, I often feel overwhelmed, ignorant, and inef-

fective in social issues.  But as a teacher planning lessons and 

working through concepts with my students and as a lifelong 

learner myself, I am continually changing and adapting.  The dis-

tinctiveness and challenges of a situation bring forth ideas thus, 

providing new perspectives on how to be a better adult educator 

(Continued on page 22) 

The Feminist Popular Adult Education Perspective 

By Louise Marcelet 
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as well as a more confident, pro-active citizen. 

The essential elements of global/

local learning includes: recognizing the im-

portance of how culture and traditions impact 

the way learners perceive the information giv-

en; learning starts from where people are in 

their lives at that moment and in that context; 

empowering the oppressed; acknowledging 

experiential learning and being able to use it 

to further the learners’ skills. 

Some Sources: 

Endresen, K. & von Kotze, A. (2005). Living while being alive: Education and learning in the Treatment Action Cam-

paign. International Journal of Lifelong Education, 24(5), pp. 431-441. (Sept-Oct 2005) 

Foley, G. (1999a). Learning in Brazilian Women’s Organizations, in Foley, G., Learning in Social Action: A Contribu-

tion to Understanding Informal Education. Cape Town: Zed Books. 

Foley, G. (1999b). Introduction, in Foley, G., Learning in Social Action: A Contribution to Understanding Informal Edu-

cation. Cape Town: Zed Books. 

Freire, P. (1973). Education Critical Consciousness. New York: The Continuum Company. pp. 1-17. 

Land, S. (2006). Barriers to Education Faced by Educationally Deprived Adults, in Muthukrishna, N. (ed.) Mapping 

Barriers to Basic Education in the Context of HIV and AIDS: A Report on Research conducted in the Richmond 

District, KwaZulu-Natal. Pietermaritzburg: School of Education and Development, University of Kwazulu Natal. 

Nadeau, D. (1996). Chapter Two: ‘Embodying Feminist Popular Education Under Global Restructuring’, in Gender in 

Popular Education: Methods for Empowerment. Cape Town: CACE Publications and Zed Books. 

Walters, S. & Manicom, L. (eds.) (1996).  ‘Introduction’, Gender in Popular Education: Methods for Empowerment. 

Cape Town: CACE Publications and Zed Books. 

Watters, K. (2008). “Non-formal education and training opportunities for youth living in the rural areas of South Afri-

ca”, conference paper, ADEA Biennale: Beyond Primary Education: Challenges and Approaches to Expanding 

Learning Opportunities in Africa, Maputo, Mozambique, May, 5-9 2008. 

von Kotze, A. (2002). Producing Knowledge for Living! 

Studies in Continuing Education, 24(2). 

(Continued from page 21) 
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Interactive Pre-Reading Activity  

by Sian Prytherch, ELD Department Camosun College 

 

Objective- To practice pronunciation, spelling, asking for clarification and true/false questions in reading.   

Time: Approximately 50 min 

Prep before Class  

Choose a suitable reading for the level and interest of your class.   

Choose an associated visual or heading/title to display 

Write an even number of true or false statements (no more than 12) 

Divide the true and false statements into two parts- e.g. Partner A-1-6 and Partner B 7-12 

Leave blanks on the page for students to write the missing statements. e.g. Partner A will have empty lines to 

write Partner B’s statements (7-12) and vice versa.   

Make enough copies to give each student just one group of sentences.   

Lesson 

Pre-Interactive Activity          10 min 

Before starting the activity, display the visual or headline/title from the reading. 

From this, have the students predict what the reading will be about and talk about what they already know on this 

topic.   

Pre-teach a few (no more than 5) key vocabulary items if necessary. 

If this is an E.S.L. class, pre-teach or review some ways of asking for clarification.  e.g. Pardon me? Could you 

repeat that? What was the last part/word?  Could you speak up?  etc 

 

Interactive Activity Part 1 Partner Dictation      20 min 

Have students get into partners.  If it is an E.S.L class, be sure to have students work with a partner who has a 

different native language if possible.   

Give one Partner A Statements 1-6 and one Partner B Statements 7-12 to each pair. Each student will only have 

half of the statements. 

Have the students stand or sit back to back.  They should have something like a binder to write on, their work-

sheet, and a pen.   

Partner A begins by dictating Statement 1-6 to Partner B. 

Partner B writes the statements on the blank lines on his/her worksheet. 

Next, Partner B dictates Statements 7-12 to Partner A. 

Partner A writes them on the blank lines on his/her worksheet. 

Don’t allow students to cheat by showing each other their papers. 

When both partners are finished, allow the students to show each other their papers to correct any spelling mis-

takes.   

 

Interactive Activity Part 2 Reading and Answering True and False Questions  20 min 

Present the students with the reading.   

Have the students read and answer the true and false statements about the reading. 

Students share and discuss their answers in pairs or groups of fours. 

Take up and discuss the answers with the class. 

Continue with other question types to exploit the text as desired/appropriate.   
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 Check out this new website! 

  www.ibelong.ca 

 

 

Funded by the Government of Canada's Social Development Partnerships Program - Disability Component, 

 and from the RBC Foundation, this  is a new website on friend-

ship for young adults. 

You can find sections on families, educators, getting involved, 

additional resources, and a community forum. 

It also has videos, stories, activities and documents in plain lan-

guage, a Young Adults section, and "listen" buttons (if you don't 

want to read). 

Would you like to see your name in print??? 

Send your articles, ideas, lesson plans, pictures, and more to  

Lyra Warkentin at lwarkentin@tru.ca 

The next issue of Groundwork will be printed in January or February 2012 

It’s Your Turn! 

Call for Submissions 

 

Your 

Photo 

Here 
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Life is a Highway 

Connections and Crossroads 

  ABEABC 

Teacher and Student Conference 2012 
 

Harrison Hot Springs,  BC Canada 

 

Thursday May 10, 2012 - Friday May 11, 2012 

 

CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS –  
 

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION:  MARCH 5th 

  

Practitioners, researchers, and others involved in the field of Adult Basic Education are invited to 

submit proposals for 90-minute presentations reflecting the 2012 Conference theme.  

Topics applicable to working with HSC, ABE and/or ESL learners are invited.  

Practical and interactive workshops are very popular with participants.  

• Please include the following in your proposal outline:  

1.  Name of Presenter with a short biography and contact information   

2.  Title of Workshop and short description of workshop   

3.  Target audience: (subject, instructors, students, etc)  

4.  Equipment (or special) requirements 

5.  Your preferred time and day (which we will try to accommodate) 

  

A token honorarium of $50 will be given for each 90 minute workshop.  

Presenters are encouraged to register for the conference and attend other conference presentations and 

activities. There are one day rates and meal rates available.  

• Please forward proposals before March 5 to Yvonne Chard  

For information about the presentations and/or conference, please contact  

Yvonne Chard  - abeabc12@gmail.com 
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What is ABEABC? 

The Adult Basic Education Association of BC is: 

 An association of people concerned about the provision of high quality learning opportunities for undereducated adults. 

 The only association specially for adult basic educators in B.C. 

 The first such provincial organization in Canada. 

 Connected with other groups involved in adult education such as:  

 the Movement for Canadian Literacy BC 

 the Pacific Association for Continuing Education 

 the Teachers of English as an Additional Language, etc. 

 An association which works to raise public and government awareness of the basic education needs of British Columbians 

 The donor of an $100-$200 award to an outstanding student in each member institution 

How do I join? 

Fill out the membership application 

form and return it along with a cheque 

made out to the Association for your 

annual dues. Memberships expire 12 

months following our receipt of your 

fee. 

Membership in the ABEABC is open to you if you are involved in: 

 basic literacy programs 

 ABE 

 native adult education programs 

 literacy in libraries 

 ESL programs for adults 

 workplace literacy programs 

 correctional institution programs 

 GED and college-prep prorams 

 community-based programs 

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA  

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 
Name _______________________________  Employer:______________________________ 
 
Home Phone: ___________________________   Work phone: ___________________________ 
 
Fax: ______________________ Email: ___________________________________________________ 
 
Address:   __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City:  _________________________________ Postal Code: ___________________________ 
 

Please indicate which fee fits your category: 

 •  Individual and Groundwork subscription $40 

 •  Individual outside Canada $50 

 •  Organizations $175 (includes $100 bursary)    

 •  Organizations $275 (includes $200 bursary) 

 •  Organizations without bursary $75. Institutional memberships are due February 28 annually.  

 •  Business and union $50  

 •  Non-profit community groups $40 

 

Membership fee includes a subscription to Groundwork.       Invoices are available from our website.  

Membership fees and donations are tax deductible.   Website: http://www.abeabc.ca/ 

Total amount enclosed $  _____________ 

Mail to: Membership Chair 

The Adult Basic Education Association of British Columbia 

5476- 45 Ave, Delta, BC V4K 1 L4               
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